


ROGEENA is a manufacturing company for Fire Fighting and Fire Alarm system that is specialized

in design, production and sales of fire control products. Operations in our TUV certificate high quality

we have a qualified testing division which is fully equipped and staffed with the best engineers and

experts. We currently offer many flexible designs for fire extinguishers, water sprinkler systems (wet

valve, deluge valve, temperature intensive valve, butterfly signal valve, gate valve, glass bulb sprinklers,

and concealed glass bulb sprinklers), fire-resistant doors, fire-resistant roll curtains, fire-resistant paint,

emergency lights and exit lights, safety signs, and life-saving devices.

Our products passed strict inspections by the National Fire-Fighting Testing Center, and are selling

well in Africa, Southeast Asia, and the Middle East. ROGEENA COMPANY was established for

manufacturing firefighting system and supply fire alarm systems. ROGEENA is the head office which

is located in the Kingdom of Jordan and its job is to export, import and assemble firefighting system

and supply fire alarm systems inside and outside the Kingdom of Jordan.

ROGEENA is the only and the exclusive licensee for ROGEENA’s trade mark and its production

obtain the German TUV certificate, and from this company the beginning of expansion get started to

build and establish a factory in the Kingdom of Jordan on the 17th of July 2005 for assembling and

filling the firefighting systems with a high technology production techniques and international quality

control procedures all under direct supervision of the mother company.



All through of this time, our policy have been to provide the latest safety and security system to the Jordanian market alongside with professional experience

delivered by a highly qualified team to supply, install and maintain these system. Today Jordanian factory for the manufacture of modern firefighting equipment

and alarms is witnessing an outstanding growth on both managerial and technical levels so it can adhere to the economic development of the kingdom. Finally,

we aspire to always being the pioneers in this field and to meet all market requirements.

Jordanian factory for the manufacture of modern firefighting equipment and alarms works in the following fields:-

1- Fire alarm systems including the latest analogue addresses able & conventional fire alarm systems.

2- Firefighting systems including sprinkler system hydrants, landing valves, fire hose reels and extinguisher.

3- Fire suppressions including M200 system, CO2, Integrin, novel & kitchen hood wet chemical system.

4- Security system: including a wide range of products such as intrusion system, bullet proof doors and other special purpose security products.

5- CCTV & access control including analogue and IP solution with integrated access control system and platforms

6- Public address: including full capability to meet demand through speakers, line array speakers, mixers & amplifiers with the latest technology and the ability to

be connected over networks.

7- Lighting & surge protection.

8- Time & attendance system:-including reliable system that work either on badge or fingerprint system, with many additional options such as connectivity and

high storage features

9- Including different solutions from tower building to villas and small apartment.

10- Nurse call system.

11-automatc gate system.

12-fire extinguishers: including all type of fire extinguishers & Fire fighting vehicles & rescue equipment.


















